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INTRODUCTION 

The resistance welding process is frequently used in nuclear fuel fabrication industries for joining critical 

components. The solid-state resistance upset welding process has major advantage that the joining takes place 

without any melting of the parent material at the faying surface, resulting in less weld distortions, more accuracy, 

inexpensiveness, short duration and small heat affected zones. The end cap weld joints in nuclear fuel elements are 

considered as first barrier for preventing the highly radioactive fission products release into the reactor system and 

they has to perform satisfactorily under high pressure, temperature and radiation environment. Because of these 

stringent functional requirements, end cap welding process is considered as the most critical operation in the entire 

nuclear fuel manufacturing process. To avoid fuel failures due to defects generated during welding, proper 

understanding of the combination electrical, thermal and mechanical phenomena in the welding process is 

necessary. D.S. Setty et al [1] described the optimization procedure to achieve desired weld quality for end cap 

resistance upset welding in PHWR fuel bundles by conducting statistically designed experiments using orthogonal 

array technique. The described methodology is shown to be superior in its performance to identify weld defects. 

Feng et al [2] developed an incrementally coupled finite element modeling approach for resistance upset welding to 

deal with the three-way coupling between electrical, thermal and mechanical influences. Nied [3] described a 

symmetrical two-dimensional thermo-mechanical coupled finite element model of the interface displacement during 

resistance upset welding. The microstructural aspects are not included directly in the model, but implicitly via the 

temperature-dependent material properties. Wenqi Zhang [4] described the development and basic features of 

dedicated resistance spot and projection welding software SORPAS based on finite element method, which is widely 

used in various industries including Daimler Chrysler, Volkswagen, PSA Peugeot Citroen, VOLVO, SIEMENS, 

ABB etc. J.W. Lee et al [5] investigated experimentally the effects of welding parameters such as welding current, 

electrode force and cleanliness of parts on sound weld and established the most reliable welding conditions for 

heavy water nuclear reactor fuel elements. It was observed that the amount of sound or good weld increased with 

increasing welding current due to more diffusion and increased heat generation at the contact interface. Finite 

element simulation of solid state resistance upset welding for nuclear fuel element is attempted in the present paper 

using dedicated resistance welding finite element package SORPAS. The results of weld bead shape and weld upset 

as obtained with pre-defined welding parameters using numerical technique are verified with experiments in 

Westinghouse end cap welding machine. The effects of variation of welding parameters on weld upset values are 

studied using SORPAS and the results obtained are also verified with experimental measurements of weld upset. 

From this study, the most critical welding parameter is finalized which will help in designing new resistance weld 

joints.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A relatively simple modeling set-up is employed to minimize the complexity in the end cap welding process. 

Due to the symmetry of all the components in the current study of solid-state upset welding, an ax-symmetric 

modeling option is chosen from SORPAS “geometry and materials’ window with vertical y-axis as the axis of 

symmetry. The free meshing of the components in the geometric model is done using 4-node quadrilateral elements 

in SORPAS. The elements have displacement, temperature and voltage degree of freedom at each node point. The 

mesh density is increased in the cap and clad tube interface region using the mesh density control points. The 

“simulation settings” window is used to set the convergence criterions for electrical, thermal and mechanical 

models. A lower value of convergence accuracy (10
-5

) is prescribed by default in SORPAS for all the models. The 

time steps sizes are fixed for each of squeeze, weld and hold cycle with minimum step size in welding cycle to 

accurately capture the details of the process. The surrounding medium is set at temperature of 25°C with convective 

heat transfer co-efficient of 300 W/m
2
-K. The results obtained in SORPAS are studied with varying number of 

elements to obtain a mesh independent solution. The peak interface temperature and weld upset values are 

monitored for different number of elements from 1000 to 5000 in steps of 500 elements under same value of pre-

heat and post-heat welding current and cycle duration. The weld upset values are measured and monitored as daily 
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practice with mounted dial gauge on the Westinghouse end cap welding machine. During experimentation, local 

controls have been adopted such as machine alignment between fixed and movable electrode, cleanliness and proper 

butting of weld components to avoid heavy metal expulsion due to high joint resistance. The experimental weld 

samples were cut into half sections and then polished using emery paper of 180 grids per square inch, followed by 

fine polishing using emery paper with 400 grids per square inch. The samples are then etched in the chemical 

solution of 50% H2O, 47% HNO3 and 3% HF by volume before viewing under microscope with 50x zoom. A 

sample cut section image of weld sample prepared with pre-heat current of 5 kA, post-heat current of 13 kA and 

cycle duration of 180ms and is shown and compared with corresponding simulation results in figure 1. It is seen that 

the predicted bead shape dimensions are comparable to experimental results. 

  

                                                         (a)                                                              (b) 

Figure1: (a) Experimental weld bead with 5 kA pre-heat and 13 kA post heat current and (b) As simulated with 

SORPAS under similar welding condition 

CONCLUSIONS 

Finite element simulation of nuclear fuel element end cap solid state resistance upset welding process is 

attempted using dedicated resistance welding FE simulation package SORPAS. Basic two-dimensional ax-

symmetric modeling has been done with temperature dependent electrical, thermal and structural properties for 

Zircaloy-4. The simulation results of weld bead shape and weld upset are compared with experimental values with 

same welding parameters. It is observed that simulation package SORPAS is very useful for modeling bulk 

deformation process such as end cap welding. Using the developed two-dimensional model, the simulation results 

are obtained with varying pre-heat and post-heat welding current, pre-heat and post-heat cycle duration. The 

observations are validated using experimental results with same range of varying welding parameter values. 

However, better modeling and analysis of complicated end cap resistance upset welding is possible in future by 

simulating real welding environments using SORPAS and suitable experimental arrangements. 
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